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BRANDS Cannot Afford to Underestimate the Power of ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
OMD s Retail Revolution Study Reveals

PARIS -LONDON, 02.09.2017, 08:53 Time

USPA NEWS - If Brands are not thinking about the cCming AI Revolution they are already falling behind, according the Latest OMD's
Retail Revolution Study. This is significant for Brands that are challenged to keep up with Customers' Rapidly Developing
Expectations.

If Brands are not thinking about the cCming AI Revolution they are already falling behind, according the Latest OMD's Retail
Revolution Study. This is significant for Brands that are challenged to keep up with Customers' Rapidly Developing Expectations.
Shoppers are increasingly demanding VIP Treatment from Brands that will respect their Time, their Individuality and can inspire them
in Unique, Personal Ways. Interactive Technologies have fuelled these Increasing Demands, the only way for Companies to deliver the
High-quality Personalised Experiences Customers now expect (at scale) is through the Next Stage of those Technologies : Artificial
Intelligence.

OMD's Retail Revolution Study, in Partnership with Goldsmiths, University of London, surveyed over 15,000 Consumers across 13
European Countries to understand their Perceptions of, and Behaviours with, AI in retail :

* Almost twice as many European Consumers surveyed say they are as Familiar with AI as Unfamiliar, with nearly a Quarter already
using an AI Device or App and a further 41 % wanting to get one.
* Only 17% of consumers would reject help from AI across Retail Sectors. Strikingly, there was a Small Difference with those who said
they'd reject any kind of Assistance (15%)
* However, 47% of Consumers claimed they would act less patiently if they knew they were interacting with AI.

The question for Brands is how best to employ AI to create the Shopping Experiences of the Future. However, the Risk, as with so
many earlier Technologies, is that Companies will focus on what the Machines are capable of rather than what Customers want.
According to OMD's Research, the Key Things Brands need to think about are where to put AI in the Communication Process, where
Humans have to take over, and making the Whole Process as seamless as possible. They should think about Training the Machines to
work with the Consumer to deliver Value, as that will encourage Consumers to use them further. Brands should also think about
Matching Different Interfaces to Different Demographics.

Two Distinct Groups of Consumers emerged from the Survey as Reluctant to engage with AI : Young People who don't think they need
it and older ones who don't understand it. Over a Third (39%) of 18-35 year olds who said they wouldn't consider having an AI-enabled
Device as part of their Lifestyle said it was because they didn't need AI. Another quarter said it was easier to use their existing Default
Option. As a result, Retailers will need to manage Customers' Expectations, at the same time as inspiring them about the Benefits the
Technology can deliver to them right now.
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